10 dip switch models:
Note the number of each dip switch in the **ON** (closed) position

9 dip switch models:
Note the number of each dip switch in the **ON** (closed) position, the keypad will automatically read switch 10 as off so don’t worry about it.

Code Wire models:
Note the numbers of each unclipped code wire.

---

**STANLEY / MULTI-CODE**
**Freq 310  /  Freq 300**
*Model 24718 (298601) / Model 4200*

Press the **RADIO LEARN** button twice.

Enter **1, 2, 3, 4** & your RADIO CODE from the preceding column & **RADIO LEARN** again

Wait for the flashing lights behind the numbers to go out

Press the **ACCESS LEARN** button twice **1,2,3,4** your new PIN No & **ACCESS LEARN**

Wait for the flashing lights behind the numbers to go out

*To reset the access code only, press **ACCESS LEARN** button twice, your old PIN No, your new PIN No, & **ACCESS LEARN** once*

*To reset the keypad to the factory programmed codes, remove the battery from the keypad for about 5 minutes and the keypad will revert to its original factory code*